
rthey actually realized the true state of things ; and 
we arrive at the period at which this season’s

trade begins to figure. 1 hen, when stocks had ar- The losses from fire ifi Clnada and the United
rived, there became visible such a tendency to supply States during the month of Ja uary amounted to an
still more new stuff that it could be seen that a spirit aggregate of $17,723,800, or oi-ef a million and a third
of speculation had become rife; and the highest prices of dollars more than in-that ifio: th last year. The fol-
in the history of the trade were reached. Notably this lowing is a summary of jajitj year’s figures of the
was evi ent in the case of mink, which, as is known, losses each month, as combi!1 d by the New York
becomes "prime ’ sooner than most other skins. At Journal of Commerce and Cohii*crcial Bulletin :
th* beginning of last December, this' fur fetched $9, 
though, as will be remembered we had already ex
pressed the doubts held by some of the best judges 
as to whether such prices were altogether justifiable,
A recession during" the last few weeks of $1 to $2 per 
skin shows the correctness of this conservative atti
tude. Similar remarks with somewhat less force may 
be said of skunk.
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Jul>" -    11,923,206
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September .'... . 14,387,65$
October
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The truth is that at the present time the fur trade 
presents such peculiar problems that novices should be 
wrary of engaging in it. It is perplexing even to the 
most expert:. It may not be out of the way, also, to ad
vise holders of raw skins to market them as speedily 
as possible. The effects of mild weather have not 
been so marked as might be imagined by a layman. 
Even should the local market be affected l>y such a 
cause, the markets of the world are not necessarily in
fluenced thereby. Except in the cases of heavy over
coatings, such as coon, wallaby, etc., all classes of fur 
stuff have moved fairly well in Canada. Apart from 
these items, the trade in manufactured furs has been
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November
December

... $252,364,0^0 $1;Total . ,157,800
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about average, and bids fair to be as good next sea- concerned. It is particularly di
son. Some dealers perhaps have rather a, large quan- to find shch a large incr
tity of stocks left over, but as a general rule they are 
well cleaned out.
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* * *Some of the wholesale dealers are now selling 
skins at less money than the prices quoted “in the chief 
centres, the explanation being that contracts were 
made before the above-mentioned new conditions 
made themselves felt. A great advance has taken 
place in North-West Coast sealskins, amounting to life assurance in the past year, th 
about 35 per cent. In this iteig again, local dealers 
have not raised their prices in proportion, having 
bought their stocks over two years ago. If prices are 
to be advanced to the level reached by the last sales, 
the consumption, in this country at any rate, is likely 
to be seriously curtailed, for it requires that people be 
educated up to :such a high range of values, even in 
favorite goods.

It is important that trappers and others should 
not be misled by the quotations appearing in some of 
the London and other circulars. Take muskrats for 
example. In March, last year, there was an advance 
in this article equalling 40 p*er cent, over the prices of 
the preceding January. These circulars now state, 
there has been an “advance of 50 per cent, over last 
January.” This is true in a measure, though many 
people, we surmise, may have been led thereby to fancy 
that there has been an advance of 50 per cent, since 
the last sales, whereas the truth is that 40 per cent, of 
that advance had been made already, and is therefore 
covered by present prices. Again, it is only the fall 
and winter rats that have so gone up in value, spring 
rats remaining practically the same. •

As for Ontario collections of fur skins, it may be 
remarked that skins of all kinds, owing to the ex- 
tremely mild: weather, are becoming seasonable much 
later than usual. Generally speaking, in January 
they are almost as good as in March, .but this fs not 
so at present. This is very noticeable in skunks and 
minks, which already are beginning to look “springy.”
This, of course, will affect quality considerably.
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THE REBATE EVIl* IN L FE INSURANCE.

TL-
During the discussion d investigation into, 

rebate evil was most 
prominent among matters con dèred. Rebating in 
life assurance means the granti g by agents of 
pyiies, upon the demands of th< applicants, of certain 
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*The system of rebating is a » responsible, per

haps more than anything else, foi the increased cost of 
life assurance in recent [years: ' he fact that certain 
applicants demand a pari of the a ent’s bread and but- 
tep so cuts into the agent’s earni gs that he may find 
at the close of the year it is impo lible for him to con
tinue in the business arid live on he rates of commis
sion jhe has been receiving, less îe rebates which he 
has been compelled, under penalt of losing the busi-j 
ness, to grant to his Customers. The result is that 
agents are obliged to appeal to t e life companies for;
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